WEEKLY LOG – to be returned to U of S at the end of the internship

University of Scranton—Clinical Education

Personal log of ________________________________  Week # _____________

Clinical Instructor ____________________________ (Please have CI initial weekly)

A. Complete the following statement:

This week went:  ___lousy    ___so-so    ___well    ___great

Why?

What can I do to make next week better?

B. Write 3 decisions that you made that went well over this past week.

1.

2.

3.

C. Give yourself 1 positive and 1 constructive statement regarding your performance over this past week.

Positive

Constructive

D. List all new experiences for this week and describe how you felt being part of each. (use back of sheet if necessary).

E. State 3 objective goals for the coming week.

1.

2.

3.
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